
GEA AutoRotor™  
PerFormer CX360

Featuring the latest engineering 
with a newly designed stainless 
steel heavy-duty rotary platform



GEA AutoRotor™ PerFormer CX360

For more than two decades, rotary parlors have 

revolutionized dairy production around the world — 

by increasing cow flow, reducing labor and improving 

overall operating efficiency. GEA is the market leader 

with over 1,000 AutoRotors in service today. Our 

experience is our greatest asset with proven technology 

and know-how to assist you in the design and layout of 

your milking facility to maximize your investment.

GEA has taken rotary parlor 
innovation to the next 

level with the AutoRotor 
PerFormer CX360.
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Below the deck 
innovation — like nothing else 
on the market today!
New industrial roller system — keeps the platform  

on-center, which reduces friction on the rollers themselves, 

allowing them to last longer, improving the performance  

of the stall.

Sleek design — recessed parlor skirting meets a slim platform 

for a clean, functional look. Milking units won’t hit the parlor 

skirting upon detach, protecting valuable milking equipment.

Quiet operation — the new components of the undercarriage 

system run extremely quiet.  

Quick installation — the unique segmented design of the 

platform plates allows the parlor to be installed much more 

quickly than traditional rotaries, with less labor.

Easy maintenance — the AutoRotor PerFormer CX360 can 

be maintained while running, which means less downtime for 

regular scheduled service.

Above the deck performance —   
efficiently milk hundreds of 
cows per hour, 24/7!
Cabinet integration — safely houses detacher control, cylinder, 

valves and wires to protect your valuable equipment investment.

PosiForm hose support — a break-away arm with hose 

adjustment that removes the milking unit straight off the udder, 

safely away from the legs of the cow.

PosiBall hose adjustment — this unique, easy-to-use hose 

adjustment strap ensures proper unit alignment throughout the 

milking process.

Smooth, rounded stall corners — cow friendly design ensures 

greater cow comfort and safety.

Surface sealed — slip-free platform with secure footing.

Longer front splash shield — keeps equipment in the pit 

cleaner and drier so it has a longer life.

Integrated C.I.P. panel — folds down for use and quickly 

stows away for milking. Built with a stainless steel pillow and 

rubber jetter cups.

The CX360 platform and rollers carry a 5-year warranty
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Larry Meirinho
Tony Meirinho and Sons Dairy, Merced, CA 

80 stall AutoRotor™ PerFormer CX360 milking 2,400 cows

I would absolutely recommend the AutoRotor™ PerFormer CX360 to other dairy 

producers. It is hands down the best parlor as far as efficiency for employees, design of the 

undercarriage, and cow flow. This technology supersedes anything else in the market at this 

time. We are able to milk up to 425 cows per hour 3 times a day on the CX360 with only 

three employees - one to prep the cows, one to attach and a third employee to post dip. It is 

limitless what we can do with this parlor. Every month we are achieving goals at this facility 

that we never expected we could achieve as far as production, protein, fat…maybe just due 

to cow comfort, I don’t know, but our expectations have improved dramatically since we put 

the new rotary in place. The parlor has been running wonderfully so far and is no longer 

limiting how many cows we can milk like our old system was. In fact, we’d like to put in a 

second CX360 at our other farm within the next two years.  

Success Stories

Terry Mlsna
Mlsna East Town Dairy, Cashton, WI 

80 stall AutoRotor™ PerFormer CX360 milking 2,000 cows

We started milking in our AutoRotor™ PerFormer CX360 parlor in July of 2015, and it has 

really helped us with labor efficiency. Since the switch from our double 12 parlor, we are 

moving twice as many cows through the parlor, with only one more employee. It is a night 

and day difference with the rotary, our employees enjoy working in it and the cows are 

comfortable. I highly recommend CX360 to other dairy producers looking into a rotary parlor. 
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Frank Genugben 
Gill Dairy, South Solon, OH 

72 stall AutoRotor™ PerFormer CX360 milking 2,600 cows   

When we were looking to expand, choosing the AutoRotor™ PerFormer CX360 was an 

easy decision. A key factor in our decision was efficiency. Today, we are milking up to 400 

cows per hour, more than double than what we could do in our old parlor. The platform 

has superior engineering, making it reliable and very quiet. The cows are not stressed in 

the parlor at all, it’s quiet and comfortable for them. The parlor has required very little 

maintenance, and another dairy we visited has been trouble-free for over two years. CX360 

is a great parlor if you are looking for efficiency and reliability. 

Lee Kinnard 
Kinnard Farms Inc., Casco, WI 

100 stall AutoRotor™ PerFormer CX360 milking 3,750 cows 

It was important to us that this machinery is well-engineered and built heavily enough 

to stand up to decades of continuous use. The comfort of our cows during the milking 

process was essential to us, as was choosing equipment designed to efficiently harvest and 

preserve excellent quality milk. A well-established local dealer with a proven service and 

installation record was vital to us. Finally, the machinery had to be priced to match its value. 

The performance of our new installation from GEA has met and exceeded our needs.  As 

you watch cows go through this rotary, it looks so calm and cool, but it is immensely fast. It 

takes just 31 minutes for a group of 450 cows to leave their pen, be milked and return.
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GEA AutoRotor™ PerFormer CX360
Available in configurations up to 120 stalls
Installation shown with 80 stalls resulting in a capacity of over 400 cows per hour.
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PosiForm — the ultimate milking  
control arm

2. Cow Prep: The PosiForm arm keeps the milking unit 
safely out of the way of the cows and operators during 
prep procedures.

6. Unit Drop-down: The PosiForm swings the milking unit 
down and out of the way after milking, providing 
operators unobstructed access to the udder.

1. Cow Entrance: Cows quickly and easily enter the 
platform with no milking unit interference.  

5. Unit Removal: After milking, the PosiForm arm removes 
the milking unit straight off the udder (not at an angle) 
and away from the cow’s legs.
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Add the EasyStart 
option for “button-free” 
attachment — increasing 

operator speed and  
comfort.

3. Unit Attachment: The milking unit is presented to 
the operator at an ergonomic working height for a 
quick and easy attachment, which saves valuable 
time and reduces operator fatigue.

7. Unit Cleaning: When milking units are in the 
lowered position, they can be easily sprayed off with 
water — away from cows’ udders.

4. Unit Alignment: The PosiForm arm positions the unit 
squarely under the udder, and the hose support provides 
additional adjustments for optimal unit alignment — at 
every milking for every cow.

8. Cow Exit: With the milking units out of the way, cows can 
easily and safely exit the platform. In addition, milking units 
and hoses stay cleaner for better milk quality.
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The GEA AutoRotor™ PerFormer CX360 offers features and 
options designed for today’s commercial dairy operations.

EasyStart offers operators “button-free” attachment — 

With EasyStart, the pulsation and vacuum supply is 

automatically started and the unit is put into “milk-mode” when 

the operator moves the arm slightly forward. There are no 

buttons to reach for or push, making unit attachment extremely 

operator friendly and quick.

Full line of automation options — The AutoRotor PerFormer CX360 can be matched with your choice of parlor automation 

packages — with or without milk yield indicators and/or milk metering — based on your management needs.  

Easily integrated herd management software — The 

AutoRotor PerFormer CX360, together with the Dairy 

Management System 21, keeps reliable herd and parlor data at 

your fingertips — 24 hours per day.
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REVOLUTIONARY  
CONSTRUCTION

The foundation of the AutoRotor 

PerFormer CX360 is based on a truly 

innovative series of pre-assembled, 

pie-shaped segments that fit together 

to form the circular platform of the 

rotary. The platform is turned via a 

revolutionary roller system. When 

combined, these undercarriage 

components provide installation 

accuracy that ensure your parlor  

stays perfectly on-center.  

This reduces friction on 

 the rollers, allowing them  

to last longer. This stall is  

built  for commercial  

dairy applications.

Quick installation – the unique segmented design of the 

platform plates allows the parlor to be installed much 

more quickly than traditional rotaries, with less labor.

Subway system — Provides greater access to critical components 

and a clean, dry working environment. In fact, maintenance can 

be performed while the platform is in operation.

Electrical drive system — 1.1 kw motor provides a smooth start 

and is the most efficient option on the market. It's a robust drive 

that requires very little maintenance. Unique vertical installation 

limits rotary slippage, enhances life of drive wheels and ensures 

easy access for service if needed.

Two entrance style options — The standard entrance allows 

cows to enter the platform one at a time and the V-shaped 

entrance allows one cow to enter the platform while the second 

cow establishes position to enter the platform. This continuous 

process helps improve cow flow, especially when there are new or 

slow moving cows. 
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GEA Group is a global engineering company with  multi-billion euro sales and  operations in more than  

50 countries. Founded in 1881, the company is one of the largest providers of  innovative equipment and   

process technology. GEA Group is listed in the STOXX® Europe 600 Index.

We live our values.
Excellence • Passion • Integrity • Responsibility • GEA-versity
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GEA North America

GEA Farm Technologies, Inc.

1880 Country Farm Drive, Naperville, IL 60563 

Toll Free: 1.877.WS.DAIRY or 1.877.973.2479

GEA Farm Technologies Canada Inc.

4591 boulevard St-Joseph, Drummondville, QC J2A 0C6 

Toll Free: 1.877.WS.DAIRY or 1.877.973.2479 gea.com


